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      Welcome to the most wonderful, amazing career! You are beginning a 

journey of teaching with purpose for impact! I am so proud of all the new 

educator diplomats joining us in one of the best and most noble roles of our 

nation: educating the future. 

As part of the Regional Teacher of the Year cohort, a few weeks ago 

I jumped out of a perfectly good airplane. The Army Golden Knights gave 

us this opportunity to celebrate teachers and allow us to jump for a cause. 

Honestly, all of 2020 has felt like jumping out of an airplane for me. The 

anxiety, excitement, fear of the unknown and many other emotions have plagued even veteran 

teachers. 

I have had all of you on my mind. My 

beginning years were more typical and 

predictable. I have felt like a beginning 

teacher since March. I see you. I validate you. 

Every day we enter our classrooms we are 

jumping. Sometimes, we jump in tandem with 

lots of support. Other times, we jump alone 

hoping our chute will deploy, knowing that it 

might not, and we will need our reserve. These 

are the times we need to remember to keep our 

“why” handy. The “why” being our purpose 

for being educators. 

I became a teacher in hopes that I could make a positive difference in the lives of others. 

Music is my area, but at the heart of it is the relationships and family that I want to form. You are 

now in this incredible position so jump! 

You will help students to celebrate themselves and each other in the most radically 

inclusive way possible. You will help them to reach inside themselves and discern the possibilities 

to find a purpose, accept global responsibility, and be agents of change to propel our society into 

a future of equality and doing good for others! Just jump! You will be able to teach them to 

possess the social and emotional skills to show people with whom they interact that they are 

valuable no matter where life takes them in their journeys. Just jump! 
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Your curriculum is important to be sure, but your positive interaction will be the healing 

agent that your students will need. A smile, a kind word, an encouraging note or just a simple, 

“Hello! How are you today?” can be life changing. You have the skills and the determination to 

set the tone and the stage for your classroom whether it be face to face instruction, all virtual or  

a blended model. Just jump! You will make mistakes. The failure comes in the not trying. A 

simple apology and moving forward almost always leads to a fresh start. Give your students that 

fresh start every day. Give yourself a fresh start every day. Just jump! 

As I mentioned earlier, you will be 

teaching with purpose for impact. You will have 

a positive impact on your students but be aware! 

They will have a much bigger and more positive 

impact on you! You will learn from them. 

Accept these lessons with joy! 

What is the reason for my telling you to 

“jump?” The reason is the perspective you gain. 

When you take that leap, keep your eyes on the 

horizon. It will show you the way. Your students 

will thank you for it. They will come back to you 

and recall memories, stories, and experiences 

that moved and changed them. 

On the day of the jump when I landed, my 

colleagues asked me to tell them my favorite part 

of the experience. I told them that it was the 

“spinning.” While we are in the classroom, we 

are in a constant “spin.” We spin our lessons to 

fit multiple intelligences. We turn upside down 

when things are not staying right side up. We 

take the ride in stride and often find that at the 

end, the spin was the best part. 

Embrace the “jump” into teaching. Lean 

into the spin. I hope that even during chaos you 

have the most incredible experiences being an 

educator. I know that my life is better for having been a teacher. JUST JUMP! 
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